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Roverpet #F24W6 2’x4’ Wheeled Floor Assembly Instructions 

 

Inventory List for The Roverpet #F24W6    2’ x 4’ Wheeled PVC Floor:   

 (1) #F24W6 Wheeled PVC Floor for 2’x4’ pet cage AND/OR   
(2) #F24W6 Drilled PVC Floor for 4’x4’ pet crate  (3) #LC Locking Swivel Casters for each included floor  
(3) #NLC Non-locking Swivel Casters for each included floor  (6) #CWC Caster Wheel Clips for each included floor  
(12) #250 Floor Clips for each included floor 
 

Assembly Procedure 

1.) Unpack contents of shipping carton and compare to inventory list above. 
2.) Place the #F24W6 floor, flat side down, on your floor. 
3.) Decide where will be the easiest access points to access the (3) #LC Locking Castors for your desired location for 

the unit. 
4.) From the bottom side of the #F24W6 floor, insert the shaft of locking castors into the locations decided on in the 

prior step. Make certain the castor’s base is resting completely on the floor. 
 

  

5.) Install the #CWC Castor Wheel Clips into the locking channel located just above the floor frame, near the top of 
each castor shaft. Push the #CWC Castor Wheel Clip firmly into the channel, locking the shaft into position. 
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6.) Install the remaining (3) #NLC Non-locking Castors into the remaining three castor holes using the same process 
used for the Locking Castors. 

 
7.) Place your existing Roverpet dog cage/unit over the #F24W6 floor.  

 
8.) The Roverpet dog cage will rest on the outside of the #F24W6 floor frame.  

 

  

9.) With the Roverpet pet cage positioned over the #F24W6 floor, install (2) #250 floor clips for each PVC panel. 
Snap the clip over the panel frame and #F24W6 floor frame, securing the panel to the #F24W6 floor. 
 

   

       Note: If your pet cage contains a door panel, place the (2) #250 clips just to the inside of the door opening area. 

 

   

10.) For multi-floor pet crates: Install (4) #250 floor clips over the #F24W6 floor frames where they meet together. 
Place (2) #250 floor clip at the furthest most points of the #F24W6 frames and (2) more #250 floor clips evenly 
spaced across the two #F24W6 floor frames. Connecting the pet enclosure panels to the #F24W6 floor frames 
involves the same process as step #8. 
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 Congratulations, you are now ready to use your Roverpet Dpg Cage with Wheeled Floor! 

 

Special Notes:  
 
40 lbs. maximum weight allowed on each of the Roverpet #F24W6 Wheeled Floor at any one time.  
 
For multi-units or PVC panels taller than 36”, additional #250 Floor Clips will be required (not included).  
 
Please contact Roverpet for assistance with your particular needs. 

CAUTION 

*** ONCE THE FLOORS ARE ASSEMBLED DO NOT WALK ON THEM *** 
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